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This photograph was taken on a recent return trip to Vietnam.
It depicts what l believe the true spirit of Christmas should be.

Friendship Love & Hope

Wendy Greenhalgh, Doffy White @ Baria Orphanage
May the peace of God which passes all understanding
keep your hearts and minds in the knowledge & love of God
and of His Son, Jesus Christ our Lord.
And the blessing of God Almighty, Father, Son and Holy Spirit,
be with you this Christmas and remain with you always.
Merry Christmas Lou W
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Return to Vietnam October 2005
A Pilgrimage and a bit of R&R
(This article by Roger Wainwright recounts the highlights of a visit to Vietnam in
October 2005 by a group of 5RAR 1st tour veterans. The article will principally
focus & reflect on observations of Phuoc Tuy Province following the initial
deployment of 5RAR on Operation Hardihood on 24 May 1966. Many village
names and route numbers in contemporary Vietnam have now changed, but for
familiarity, names that existed in the 1960’s will be used. The article also relies on
readers being broadly aware of the geography of Phuoc Tuy Province).
In October 2005, a group of 5RAR veterans from the 1st tour returned to Vietnam
for a two-week visit. The genesis of the trip was in April 2004, when members of
that tour met at Kapooka to witness the laying-up of the Tiger battalion’s Queens
and Regimental Colours. On that occasion we decided that almost 40 years down
the track we should return to Vietnam to remember our service and commemorate
those who did not return. Essentially, we planned a “pilgrimage” of about 4 days
in the old Phuoc Tuy Province followed by a bit of R&R in central and north
Vietnam.
The group comprised Paul & Wendy Greenhalgh, Ron Shambrook, Fred Pfitzner,
Peter Isaacs, Roger & Tina Wainwright, Dr Tony & Doffy White with son Rupert,
Dr John Taske & Tina Coco, Ben & Jennie Morris, and Dr Ted & Joy Heffernan.
We were accompanied by author Gary McKay (4RAR veteran) and Libby
Stewart, a historian at the Australian War Memorial. We agreed that Gary &
Libby could interview us during the visit to provide information for a book to be
written by Gary titled “Going Back” and to assist Libby with a major research
project conducted for the War Memorial.
The October timeframe for the visit was chosen because it was close to the end of
the Vietnam wet season, but more importantly, it coincided with a peak period of
sequential operations conducted by 5RAR in Oct-Nov 1966 in the west of Phuoc
Tuy Province. These comprised two search & destroy operations in the Nui Thi
Vai (Warburton) mountains, a convoy protection task, a cordon & search
operation along Route 15, and a search & destroy operation on Long Son Island
(Operations Canberra, Robin, Queanbeyan, Yass & Hayman).
After arrival in Saigon a day was spent sight seeing, including the Reconciliation
(formerly Presidential) Palace, the Cholon markets and the War Remnants
Museum. We didn’t see anything in the Museum that was particularly untruthful,
but it does portray a totally one-sided view of the “American War”.
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Some had a few drinks at the Caravelle Hotel that housed the Australian
Embassy during the war and was a well-known spot for journalists and others
who were able to visit Saigon to observe the night war from a roof top position.
The next day was dedicated to visiting the battlefields of Fire Support Bases
Coral and Balmoral that involved 1RAR and 3RAR, with supporting artillery
and armoured elements in May 1968. These battlefield areas have changed
considerably and are now working rubber plantations. Whilst Coral & Balmoral
were not part of the 5RAR war, it was interesting to gain a detailed insight into
these major battles fought by our infantry brothers and which resulted in battle
honours that are now emblazoned on the colours of the Regiment. We admired
their tenacity, bravery and achievements against a strong enemy force.
We then travelled to Vung Tau on a Russian built hydrofoil via the Saigon River.
It was an eerie feeling when we first sighted Cap St Jacques and the still
prominent Little Hill (Nui Nha) & Big Hill (Nui Lon) on either side of Front
Beach.
When the first elements of 5RAR arrived at Back Beach in April 1966, it was
just a stretch of sand dunes and scrub, with the initial hub being an 11 x 22 tent.
Today, it is a built up area with four-lane good quality roads extending north to
Baria and north-east along the coast towards the Long Hai Hills; expanding
commercial activities and tourism. Oil and gas industries are key contributors to
the growing prosperity of the area.
We located the area where 5RAR lived under hootchies before Op Hardihood,
but it is now prime residential accommodation. We also wet our feet on Back
Beach and recalled the mortar, 106 RCL and small arms range practices we
conducted out to sea. Prior to deployment on Op Hardihood on 24 May 1966, a
bare chested photograph of 5RAR officers was taken at Back Beach. The reenacted photo by some in the group provides an interesting comparison 39 years
later!! We were also shown the
sites of swimming pools and
other R&C facilities that had
been constructed, but we
reminisced that these had not
been available to us in our time.
Most 5RAR platoons spent their
R&C under hootchies on the
sand dune edge of Back Beach.
“Bare Chested Veterans on Back Beach”
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The following day we travelled north from Vung Tau along Route 2 to visit Baria,
Nui Dat, Binh Ba and other villages in our old operational area. The route to Baria
and Hoa Long was barely recognisable due to the urban sprawl and commercial
development that has occurred. The town centre of Baria is still obvious with the
water tower and other features still intact. Whilst in Baria, we visited the
orphanage managed by the Australian Vietnam Veterans Reconstruction Group
where the ladies in our group spent some delightful time with the young orphans.
AVVRG appears to be doing some excellent work in the province. It is currently
involved in the construction of a dental facility and has recently received an
Australian government grant to build upgraded sanitation facilities. Both of these
projects are aimed at the village of Long Tan.
We approached the Nui Dat area via a bypass road from the west that was nonexistent in 1966-67. The stone pillars that used to mark the entrance to the 1ATF
base on the Hoa Long side are still there and we also located the remains of a
command post bunker in the Artillery Regiment. Nui Dat Hill has been partially
excavated due to mining activities, but is still easily recognisable. Regrettably, we
could not get to the top but we could observe it closely from a vantage point near
the old Kangaroo Pad adjacent to HQ 1ATF. We did reflect that the Nui Dat
feature had been the home for Paul Greenhalgh’s D Coy from the early days of Op
Hardihood for 10 months until the company moved to occupy the Horseshoe in
March 1967. It was after that re-location that Nui Dat became known as “SAS
Hill”.
Luscombe Field, the 1ATF airstrip, is now much narrower and is the main road
through the village of Nui Dat. “Luscombe Bowl” excavated at the eastern end of
the airstrip where concert parties were held is overgrown. Many will remember
the roars of those young men encouraging the entertainers to greater deeds. We
walked from Luscombe Field into the 5RAR area and memories came flooding
back as we approached ”Tiger 5”, the battalion landing zone. For some reason
“Tiger 5” is still intact and has not been
planted with new rubber trees like the rest
of the 5RAR area. The LZ had been the
location where the battalion paraded to
hold memorial services for our fallen
comrades. In recognition, we held a
simple memorial service to remember our
mates and read the names of the 50
members of both tours of the battalion
Ceremony at “Tiger 5 LZ”
who did not return. Our prayers were the
same used at the 5RAR plaque dedication
service at the Australian War Memorial last February. A floral tribute was laid by
a rubber tree on the edge of “Tiger 5”.
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We then moved to BHQ for a picnic lunch, a
quiet beer and a wander around sub-unit
locations. Some dormant map reading skills
surfaced to help identify past tent sites and
bunker locations. The 5RAR position is still
easily recognisable, although covered with new
rubber that is planted much closer together than
the trees in our day. The track from the LZ to
BHQ is still there. The narrow east to west road
from B Coy, past the mortar line and BHQ to the
At “BHQ 5 RAR” Site
A Coy position astride the old Route 2 is still the
same. Ben Morris checked this out when he and
Jennie visited his old platoon location. The clearing that was the home of the
mortar platoon is still there and is now a cemetery.
Ron Shambrook & I went to C Coy where we identified the positions for CHQ,
each platoon, the Mushroom Club and Paddy Cahill's kitchen. I personally found
my old tent position that I shared with Shorty Mavin and then Rowdy
Hindmarsh. I also sat down at the site of the 50 Cal MG bunker in front of 8
Platoon. The fields of fire across B Coy and down to the Song Cau are still
excellent. I found this a unique time to spend a few moments reflecting upon
those fine men that I had the privilege to share those experiences with in 196667.
A special thing about the day at Nui Dat was that it rained and the red mud clung
to our shoes. Nothing had changed. On departing Nui Dat we passed the old
6RAR area, which is now the home of a Vietnamese Army unit, apparently the
old D445 Mobile Force Battalion.
We then travelled north to Binh Ba, Ngai Giao (Op Crowsnest Oct 1966), and
Binh Gia. Again, infrastructure and housing development made a lot of these
areas difficult to recognise. Binh Ba will forever remain a fundamental part of
5RAR history. On the 1st tour, this strategically important village was the focus
of Op Sydney 2 and Op Holsworthy, two very successful cordon & search
operations. The first of these opened Route 2 and allowed villagers to the north
access to the markets at Baria. On the 2nd tour, the Battle of Binh Ba (Op
Hammer) in Jun 69, principally involving D Coy with armoured support was one
of the major battles of the war and resulted in another battle honour being
awarded to the Regiment.
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Today, Binh Ba is unrecognisable apart from the water tower. The airstrip is not
visible from the road, neither is the Regional Force Fort we constructed. The
local authorities will not normally permit any movement by foreigners off the
road into the village area where the Battle of Binh Ba was fought.
The area from Binh Ba north to Binh Gia and Ngai Giao is similarly built up and
unrecognisable. Binh Gia was a catholic refugee village, fiercely anti
communist, whose inhabitants had made the long journey from North Vietnam
after the 1953 Accords. They were accompanied on this journey by a Father
Anton who became parish priest, village headman and defence coordinator. He
became well known to members of 1ATF. Father Anton’s grave is in front of the
church where Ted Heffernan and John Taske had conducted Medcaps. His grave
shows his year of death as 1975, which coincidentally, is the year the south fell.

Playing with school kids at Bin Gia

Binh Gia was memorable for the
interaction between our travelling group
and the local school kids. The children
appeared very happy, but were initially
wary of these foreigners who started
playing some odd games. After a while,
they joined in and almost overwhelmed
our group.

On our return to Vung Tau we saw
further evidence of infrastructure development. There is now a new two-lane
road that traverses the Hat Dich area. It leaves Route 2 north of Binh Ba and
moves west across the northern edge of the “Warbies” reaching Route 15 near
Phu My. Much of this road is now populated with the major centre being the
thriving village of Hat Dich. Many will remember this area as being mostly
jungle and was the operational base and logistic support area for one of our old
foes, the 274 VC Regiment. It is also the area where 5RAR 2nd tour conducted
several successful operations including Op Camden and Op Kings Cross.
Despite all these changes, the province is
still dominated by its major geographical
features such as the Nui Dinh/Nui Thi Vai
Mountains, the Long Hai’s, Nui Dat, the
Horseshoe, Nui Dat 2 and Nui Nghe, which
can all be seen from most parts of the
province. These features will forever leave
an indelible imprint on those who go back
Group in front of “Nui Thi Vai”
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The following day we travelled to eastern parts of the province. A poignant moment
came at An Nhut on Route 23. This was the site where C Coy lost Maj Don Bourne,
Capt Bob Milligan and Capt Peter Williams to a mine explosion during the cordon &
search of An Nhut village. Six other members of C Coy were wounded by the blast.
(Op Beaumaris 12-14 Feb 67). Unlike most other areas of
Phuoc Tuy Province, this area had not changed. The
southern perimeter of An Nhut was still bounded by paddy
fields that were approaching harvest. The village of Tam
Phouc was still visible across the paddies to the south-west.
A photograph was taken on the exact spot (confirmed by
GPS) where this tragedy occurred. Don Bourne’s family
have asked for a photo of the position and this has been
provided. I was privileged to lay a floral tribute at the spot.
Roger Wainwright
at site of “An Nhut”
incident holding
photo taken minutes
before explosion

We then proceeded to the Long Hai’s, that infamous
mountain range in the south-east. Our bus took us up a
steep road where we stopped at a small area that housed the
Minh Dam Cache, a small museum of the Minh Dam
Secret Zone. Here we met Capt Nahn, an ex-officer of
D445 Bn. Some reflected on the role he might have played given the large number of
mine casualties 1ATF suffered in this part of the province. We then climbed several
hundred metres on foot up a rocky track to a peak on the north-eastern slopes of the
Long Hai’s. The large boulders along this track were still showing the scars of
multiple air strikes. At the top was a temple that had magnificent views to the north
and north-east, over Lang Phouc Hai and the mouth of the Song Rai (river).
Presuming that the VC had similar observation posts in other parts of the Long Hai’s,
they would have had excellent visibility of our movement over most of the central
and eastern area of Phuoc Tuy.
Driving towards Dat Do, we stopped on the bridge near Hoi My where there is an
excellent panoramic view back to the Long Hai’s. We were able to identify the
approximate position where B Coy was involved in a horrific mine incident on the
lower slopes on 21 February 1967 which resulted in seven killed and 22 wounded.
Regrettably we could not get close enough to pay our respects at the actual spot.
We then moved along Route 23 to Xuyen Moc, the isolated district headquarters in
the east of Phuoc Tuy. During our tour, Xuyen Moc had a well organised garrison
that defended the village from the VC, but the village suffered from its isolation and
was heavily taxed by the VC as its inhabitants attempted to get to the markets at Dat
Do. The surrounding area was a well used VC supply route. The isolation of Xuyen
Moc was not relieved until April 1967 when Route 23 was improved and opened
during Op Portsea, 5RAR’s final operation. The market place at Xuyen Moc is still
thriving and like other places, the surrounding area has been totally built up with
modern infrastructure.
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“Crocodile Dundee” Schambrook
Eventually, the buffalo got
Ron to fall asleep

We’ve all heard of Mud Crabs &
Sand Crabs.
But, Presidential Crabs ???

Returning along Route 23, we turned north at Dat Do on the still existing road to
Long Tan and stopped on the western side of the Horseshoe. As this feature is
now a working mine, we could not walk over it to look at the defences and
observe the spot where we commenced the
construction of the fence for the minefield in
early March 1967. Being the first company to
occupy the feature, Paul Greenhalgh told the
story about how he initially named it “Fort
Wendy”, after his fiancé. This name only
lasted for a short period after which it became
known as the Horseshoe due to its obvious
geographical shape.
Paul & Wendy Greenhalgh
We reached the memorial cross at the site of
in front of “Fort Wendy”
the Battle of Long Tan in the late afternoon at
(the Horseshoe)
about the same time as the battle started. It
had rained recently and the area was very soggy. Our guide reminded us of the
sequence of the battle and Paul described his company’s role in the battlefield
clearance the following morning. We remembered those who had fought in the
battle, particularly those who had died and laid floral tributes at the cross. The
battle was the first during our commitment to Vietnam to be recognised with a
battle honour emblazoned on our Regimental Colour. Interestingly, the memorial
at Long Tan is one of only two in the whole of Vietnam that commemorates the
former enemies of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam. The other is the French
memorial at Dien Bien Phu.

We returned to Vung Tau for our last night. We had to have a drink in the Grand
Hotel. Parts of the old hotel are still there but a new façade has changed its look
and a new adjacent wing has been built. In reality, very few of us had spent
much time in “Vungers” during our tour, just the occasional R&C. For those
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with a little more experience, the Blue Angel Bar no longer exists. There are a
few bars that probably offer similar services and for interest, a few of us had a
quick drink in one of them. We were under the firm control of our wives, so the
current cost of a Saigon Tea remains a mystery!
Next day on the way back to Saigon via Route 15 (now Route 51) we went to
Long Son Island where we had deployed on Op Hayman. An excellent quality
four-lane road and bridge now traverse the wetlands from Route 15 to the island.
Much of the central part of the island is still open terrain and used for crop
production, but Long Son is to be the site of another gas production facility.
From a distance we were able to identify the location of LZ Dagwood on the
south-western slope of Nui Nua, the main mountain. This is where a helicopter
crashed during the assault landing.
Route 15 is now a four-lane major highway and is totally built up along its
length. There were several locations where we could get a good view of both Nui
Dinh and Nui Thi Vai. From a distance nothing seems to have changed, but we
did recall the intensity of Ops Canberra and Queanbeyan in October 1966 as
being two of the defining operations of our tour. Just looking back up at these
mountains was sufficient to remind us of the casualties and the bravery that
occurred in the space of a few weeks. Back on Route 15, Tony White and I were
also able to fix the grid reference where the Sioux helicopter carrying Lt Bill
Davies and SSgt ‘Sailor’ Mealing crashed outside the C Coy perimeter during
Op Robin.
At various times in the preceding days we had reminisced about the role that
5RAR played in the early days of Australia’s commitment to Phuoc Tuy
Province. Some of us feel that this has not been adequately recognised. We are
proud but humble, that we were the first battalion in Australia’s history to deploy
overseas on active service with conscripted national servicemen, most of who
were from the very first intake. And what magnificent soldiers they were. We
were the first battalion of 1ATF to deploy (initially under operational command
of the US 173rd Airborne Brigade) and tasked with clearing and securing the Nui
Dat area as the major operational base for Australia’s involvement throughout
the Vietnam War. Regrettably, we were also the first unit to suffer the loss of a
NSM on active duty – Pte Errol Noack. The early days at Nui Dat could best be
described as primitive as we developed the defences of the position between
operations and local security patrols. Facilities such as tents, duckboards,
lighting and other basic facilities were only provided late in the tour. We were
pioneers and (with 6RAR) secured the Nui Dat base for the subsequent build up
of 1ATF
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The return to Saigon completed the “pilgrimage” stage of our trip where we had
a farewell dinner, as some of our group were to depart whilst the remainder
continued on the R&R stage.
The following morning the remaining group flew to Da Nang. After a quick look
around the local sites, we went to adjacent Hoi An for a very relaxing two days
by the hotel pool, enjoying the culinary delights and saving many dollars in the
ample shopping outlets. It was a great way to wind down after the previous
week. Hoi An should be a priority for those planning a visit.
After flying to Hanoi we visited several attractions including the Old Quarter, the
Ho Chi Minh Mausoleum, Presidential Palace, Ho’s Stilt House, the Army
Museum and the former POW prison, the “Hanoi Hilton”. Some also went to
view the renowned Water Puppet show. Hanoi still has a lot of French influence
and does not have the commercial bustle of Saigon. We then drove through the
expanse of the Red River basin to Ha Long Bay for an overnight stay, a cruise
amongst the 2000 rocky limestone islands and a walk in the grottoes. There are
some brilliant sites. After a swim, we were fed a delicious seafood lunch washed
down with a variety of French wines. It was a relaxing way to wind up our tour,
prior to flying home from Hanoi the following day.
Several people have asked me "Did you enjoy the trip?" My brief answer - "Yes,
I did. I am glad I decided to go back. I was able to reflect on some good and not
so good times, and put them into perspective. Naturally, there were a few
emotional moments, particularly in remembering our comrades who did not
come home. The opportunity to share this visit with fellow Tigers was
paramount. Just as important was having our ladies with us. They had to put up
with our stories and are now battle hardened, but I think they were all glad to
share the experience. Another 5RAR mission successfully accomplished.”

Ron
Tony
Peter
We’re happy little Tigers
we’re as bright as bright could be
we all enjoy our......................

The Group sitting with Uncle Ho
at the “Reconciliation Palace”
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Tony & Doffy White, & Ben Morris
Long Hai,s as background

Adjutant gathering Intel ???

Paul, our Shopaholic
Roger pays tribute at
An Nhut

Ron on Luscombe Field
Nui Dat Hill

You guessed it
Roger the “Ba Moui Ba Kid”

Paul at the Horseshoe
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President’s Message
As another year draws to a close, there is no doubt that the highlight was our 40 th
anniversary reunion held in Canberra last February. In the coming year your national
committee will start formulating some outline plans for our major 2010 reunion. I note
that several platoons and companies are planning reunions over the coming year, which
I strongly encourage, as sub-units are the backbone of the Association.
The closeness of our 5RAR family has been reinforced to me through a recent trip to
Vietnam. It was very special to travel with former comrades in arms and being able to
share memories with those with whom we have an enduring bond. An article on this
trip is included in this edition.
A sad aspect of the year is that several more of our fellow Tigers have passed on. I also
hear from time to time that several of our members are not well. I particularly ask our
state representatives to seek out and keep in touch with those who have ongoing health
problems.
On a positive note, it is encouraging to see that our Association membership has
increased over the last 12 months. As at the end of October, we have 1123 active
members including our next-of kin membership. That makes us one of the strongest
RAR Associations. There are however, many former Tigers out there who are not
members of the Association. Please help in finding them and encourage them to join
the Association.
The statistics provided by our Membership Secretary show that one-third of our
members are currently un-financial. Our membership fees go mainly towards the cost
of producing Tiger Tales so that you can be kept informed of Association matters. I ask
you to check the envelope that encloses this edition and if it shows you are
“UF” (unfinancial), would you please forward your dues to the Association.
Once again, your national committee and state representatives have put in a lot of their
free time on behalf of our Association. Many of them work long hours behind the
scenes and I know they enjoy doing that to keep the Association running. I thank them
all for their efforts over the past year.
I wish all Association members and your families, a joyous festive season with your
loved ones and look forward to catching up with many of you in 2006. We should also
spare a thought for the hundreds of members of 5/7RAR who are now serving with the
Al Muthanna Task Group in Iraq and will be away from their families over the
Christmas season. We wish them a safe deployment and speedy return in 2006.
Roger Wainwright
President
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Deployment of 5/7RAR to Iraq
In late Oct and early November 2005, 5/7RAR under the command of Lt Col Peter
Short deployed to Iraq as the second contingent of the Al Muthanna Task Group
(AMTG2). The battalion will be deployed for approximately six months. Its task is to
provide security within Al Muthanna Province to the Japanese Iraq Reconstruction
Support Group (JIRSG) and the provision of training to the Iraqi Army.
AMTG2 is approximately 450 strong. It comprises HQ AMTG2, Combat Team
Quintus (based on C Coy 5/7RAR) and Combat Team Courage (based on A Sqn 2 Cav
Regt) and Operational Support Coy (OSC). OSC consists of combat support and
technical support elements from 5/7RAR, 2 Cav Regt, I Bde and the wider Army. This
structure is necessary because OSC will be required to support the ASLAV and
Bushmaster vehicles instead of 5/7RAR’s normal APC’s. HQ AMTG2 is structured on
HQ 5/7RAR but is augmented with specialist advisers such as Legal Officers, Public
Affairs Officers and interpreters. The Task Group has been training in this
configuration for about five months
The training mission is undertaken by the Australian Army Training Team Iraq-Five, a
team of about 70 personnel from a wide background in specialisations. They will
deploy as part of AMTG2.
The battalion has had a busy preparation schedule including building up to a Mission
Readiness Exercise (MRE) conducted by the Combat Training Centre (CTC). The
MRE simulated conditions as closely as possible to those the Tiger’s will experience in
Iraq. It was a hard and realistic final exercise to confirm that AMTG2 was prepared for
deployment. The unit performed “impressively” and received excellent feedback from
senior CTC observers. After a long and thorough lead up, AMTG2 is confident in its
ability and is looking forward to getting on with the job.
After a short handover period, AMTG2 will assume responsibility in Al Muthanna
Province from AMTG1 who will return home. AMTG1 is based on 2 Cav Regt and
includes Combat Team Tiger (based on B Coy 5/7RAR).
A farewell parade was held at Robertson Barracks in Darwin, with I Brigade members
lining the streets for a march past. Official farewells were conducted by the Land
Commander and Commander 1 Brigade. RSM 5/7RAR commented that soldiers are
quick to scoff at parades, but they are equally quick to puff their chests out and display
a pride in themselves and their unit when the chances arise.
As the early generations of Tigers, the 5RAR Association wish Lt Col Short and all
members of his command an interesting and rewarding tour of duty; and a safe return
to their families in mid-2006. We hope to receive periodic reports of the unit’s
activities throughout the deployment.
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5RAR ASSOCIATION (WA BRANCH)
Greetings to all Tigers. Please take the time to read this newsletter as it contains
some important information of interest to all.
FROM THE COMMITTEE MEETING HELD ON OCT 3 2005
Terry Donnelly attended this meeting as the bearer of glad tidings. Terry, formerly of
Carnarvon and a 4RAR veteran, was the Chairman of the Andrew Drummond
Memorial Fund, which was raised to erect a permanent memorial in Carnarvon in
memory of Andrew who was killed in Vietnam whilst serving with 5RAR. An
Australia wide appeal chiefly amongst former 5RAR personnel raised $6,761.00.
After completing the memorial a residual amount of $3,000.00 was left. 80 National
Bank shares were purchased. The remainder was placed in a Commonwealth Bank
account. The intention of this investment was to establish an ongoing maintenance
fund.
Terry now finds himself in the position where he is the sole signatory to the account.
The Shire of Carnarvon has no interest in the fund and the Gascoyne RSL Sub
Branch is no longer in existence. Terry is no longer a resident of Carnarvon and any
other contacts have moved on. The account now stands at $3,950.00 in the
Commonwealth Bank and $2,640.00 in the National Bank shares portfolio plus
approx $1,000.00 in unpaid dividends.
After considerable discussion, it was decided that this investment should be
transferred to the 5RAR Association (WA Branch) to ease the sole responsibility
now resting with Terry. Terry will provide a letter of authority to endorse this
process. A Board of Trustees comprising Terry Donnelly, Alan McNulty and Ray
Ward was nominated by the committee to further liaise and determine the future
conduct of the fund. Any future expenditure would require the endorsement of the
full committee of the 5RAR Assoc (WA Branch).
The Chairman, Alan McNulty, expressed his thanks to Terry for his attendance and
patience in dealing with this complex issue. The committee endorsed this.

VIETNAM VETERANS DAY – MANDURAH – AUG 18 2005.
Alan McNulty expressed his appreciation to the 38 members and wives who
attended this well organised day. 5RAR is alive and well in Mandurah.
Congratulations are extended to George Bullock and his team at the MandurahMurray Vietnam Veterans Association for a job well done.
MEMORIAL SERVICE FOR TITCH TOMAS
Details elsewhere in Tiger Tales
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CHRISTMAS FUNCTION
We will be conducting another Christmas function this year. The date is Friday
December 16th from 1200 hrs. The venue will be the Bar on Barrack where we had our
Anzac Day function. The RSL is currently not taking bookings for the Anzac Club due
to renovations hence our new location. There will be a fixed Christmas lunch menu.
Prices are not available as yet. We will forward a separate notice when all is known. To
enable some forward planning, please advise Alan McNulty if you and your partner
will be attending. The Bar on Barrack is located on the corner of Hay and Barrack Sts
opposite the Town Hall.
5RAR BIRTHDAY WEDNESDAY MARCH 1, 2006
We will be conducting a luncheon to celebrate the 41st Birthday of our Battalion on the
above date. Please add this to your crowded social calendar (particularly Bruce Prior).
Venue and details will be advised at a later date
.
ANZAC DAY 2006
We anticipate a similar function to 2005. This is still in the planning stage.

CARAVAN CLUB
Bob Armitage has expressed interest in forming a 5RAR Assoc Caravan Club. By all
accounts we now have a growing band of gypsies and Bob feels that it is an opportune
time to band together for some social gatherings. If you are interested, contact Bob at
armo@aapt.net.au I wish you well as I do not have a lot of success with emails. It may
be better to phone him on 95371976.
YOUR COMMITTEE
The committee meeting held on Oct 3 marked almost 12 months since the current
committee was elected. Prior to this, the 5RAR Assoc (WA Branch) was at best, in the
doldrums. Since then we have formed a working committee where everyone
contributes. We have a core group of functions as well as some other events that occur
from time to time. We now have a bank account with Home Building Society with over
$700.00 in credit. This has been achieved despite the fact that we do not have any
regular income. We owe our current financial situation to some personal donations, a
small profit from the sale of caps, vests and shirts and some erstwhile fundraising,
particularly from Terry Bates. The current committee comprises Alan McNulty (WA
Rep and Chairman), Ken Benson (Secretary), Thea Benson (Treasurer), Russell Briggs,
Terry Bates, Bruce Prior, Joe McAlister, Doc Halliday and Peter Tuck. The committee
recently appointed Mrs Ina Prior of Bankwest as our auditor.
DISTRIBUTION
For WA members only—we conduct all of our correspondence by email. Obviously we
are not going to reach everyone. Please pass on a copy of this to any Tigers you may
know who is not on the email system.
This newsletter compiled by Ken & Thea Benson benson5@westnet.com.au
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Donation of Memorabilia
Many members of the Association have items of memorabilia, photographs or
personal records from their time on active service hidden away in their homes.
Whilst the retention of these items is a personal decision, some may wish to
donate these items so that they can enhance the history of 5RAR and be
preserved as part of a professional military collection. This can be done in two
ways.
The Australian War Memorial is actively seeking donations of relics,
photographs and records that may be suitable for the new Post 1945 Conflicts
Galleries that are scheduled for opening in late 2007. Photographs are returned
to individuals after copying, but there is no guarantee that donated memorabilia
will be displayed. If you wish to donate items to the AWM, details of how this
can be done are on the “Post 1945 Galleries” link on the homepage of the AWM
website at www.awm.gov.au Further information can be obtained from the
Vietnam Gallery team leader, Libby Stewart on (02) 6243 4362 or
libby.stewart@awm.gov.au
5/7RAR (Mech) has a purpose built air-conditioned museum at Binh Ba lines in
Darwin and has exhibits of 2/5th & 2/7 th Bns, both tours of Vietnam by 5RAR
and 7RAR and subsequent 5/7RAR deployments to Timor and Iraq. Donations
from members could further enhance these displays. If you wish to donate items
to the 5/7RAR Museum, these can be sent to:
Lt Dan LeBreton Ph: (08) 8935 3014
5/7RAR (Mechanised)
Binh Ba Lines,
Robertson Barracks
PALMERSTON, NT 0830

2/5th Australian Infantry Battalion Association
Plaque Dedication
The President of the 2/5th Battalion Association, Mr Fred Hoare, has kindly
invited members of the 5RAR Association, particularly those living in Canberra,
to attend a plaque dedication ceremony at the Australian War Memorial on
Sunday 5 February 2006. Further details to be advised.
The 2/5th Battalion was one of only two 2nd AIF Battalions to fight against;

"All the King's Enemies"
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L/Cpl Marian 'Titch' Tomas - KIA July 8, 1966.
To all 5 RAR Association members. This is a photo taken at the unveiling of the
Titch Tomas Memorial Statue in Nannup WA in March 1988.

Next year is the 40th anniversary of Titch's death in Vietnam and the WA
members of the 5 RAR Association have decided to do something constructive to
commemorate the occasion. This notice is just to let you know it is on, and more
information will follow i.e.. itinerary, availability of accommodation and such.
Later on there will be a notice put in the Tiger Tales etc, but for the moment if
you could let as many members as possible know in your area it would be
appreciated as we can only communicate through email. At the moment if you
need to know anything you can contact me on 08 9279 6976 or email
foxhound@consultant.com
OCCASION --- Marinko (Titch) Tomas 40th Anniversary Commemoration
PLACE --- Nannup South West Western Australia
DATE --- Saturday 8th July 2006
Russell C. Briggs (5 RAR Association WA)

Dogs at Tich’s Grave
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IN MEMORIUM
Norman Carrington (“Carro”)
1 Pl A Coy 2nd Tour
Passed away on 1st January 2005

Ken Ives
7 Pl C Coy 1st Tour
Passed away on 3rd September 2005

Peter Craig
Mortar Pl Sup Coy 1st tour
Passed away on 5th October 2005

Terry Bateman
1 Pl A Coy 2nd Tour
Passed away 9th October 2005

Ronald Ivey
Admin Coy 2nd Tour
Passed away 10 th October 2005

The President and members of 5RAR Association extent their sincerest
condolences to family and friends

LEST WE FORGET
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Please remit this form and payment to:
The Secretary
5 RAR Association
PO Box 432
BOWRAL NSW 2576
Surname:

Please indicate use of this form
Joining / Renewing Membership
Change of address
Purchase of Memorabilia

First Name/s:

Address:

State:

Home Ph:

Mob:

P/ Code:

Email:

Brief history of assoc / link with 5 RAR: (complete this part for new membership applications only)

Membership

1 Mar 2005 - 28 Feb 2008

$ 30

Memorabilia

Price ea

Vietnam Task

$ 28

The Year of the Tigers

$ 45

Honour Roll

$ 30

Car Stickers

$ 3

Caps

$ 15

Ties

$ 30

Stubby Coolers

$ 6

TAC Plates

$ 20

5 RAR Plaque

$ 45

Mini Banner

Tick Shirt Sizes Below

$ 150

Polo Shirt Navy

Med

Large

X Large

$ 28

Polo Shirt White

Med

Large

X Large

$ 28

Chambray Shirt

Med

Large

X Large

$ 38

Qty

Grand Total
19

Amount

$

STOP PRESS
th

Cut Off date for the next issue of Tiger Tales is ____ 15 March 2006
st

Delivered to your letter box ____ 1 Week April 2006

RAR ASSOC (SA) FINDS HOME
Royal Australian Regiment Assoc (SA) Branch now has a home. Moose Dunlop as
President of the RAR Association (SA) Branch has successfully concluded negotiations
to lease the RSL hall at Burnside under very favourable conditions to the Assoc and will
be renamed as The Home of the RARA (SA).
Other kindred organizations are also interested in utilising the facility. It is intended to
make the facility available to the community with the approval of the Burnside Council
as a commercial venture. Battalion groups will be able to use the venue free of charge.
With 3RAR returning to Sth Aust in a few years, it will provide an opportunity to work
closely with all ranks and their families for social gatherings. The official opening will be
held on the anniversary of the Regiment, on 23rd November and a special RAR
Extravaganza will be held on the 4th December."
S.A & N.T. Representative
Chris Kuchenmeister
Your Committee and Representatives
President
Col. Roger Wainwright
Ph: 02 6295 6204
roger.w@netspeed.com.au

Secretary
Mr. Geoff Pearson
Ph: 02 9524 3177
rbimports@surfthe.net.au

Treasurer & Membership Officer
Lt Col. Ron Hamlyn
Mob: 0407 669 221
rhamlyn@bongbongprc.com.au

Memorabilia Officer
Maj. Bryan Schafer
Ph: 02 9605 5841
blues@ispdr.com.au

ACT Representative
Lt Col. Barry Morgan
Ph: 02 6255 4531
bkmorgan@bigpond.com

VIC Representative
Mr. Kerry O’Connor
Ph: 03 5428 3249
wartoc@bigpond.com

TAS Representative
Mr. John Smee
03 6343 4243

S.A & N.T. Representative
Mr. Chris Kuchenmeister
Ph & Fax: 08 8552 1946
kitchy@iinet.net.au

W.A. Representative
Mr. Alan McNulty DCM
Ph: 08 9304 1333
alanmarian@4u.com.au

QLD Representative
Mr. Kel Ryan
Ph: 07 3818 4042
keljan@optusnet.com.au

NSW Rep
Members of the National Committee
Sydney

Tiger Tales Editor
Lou Wagner
PO Box 211 Aitkenvale Qld 4814
Ph & Fax: 07 4775 7554
louanne_wagner@aapt.net.au

5 RAR Association Website
http//:www.5rar.asn.au
Webmaster: Edmund “Ted” Harrison
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